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Fast, Trouble-Free Cutting... and Flail
Conditioning For Faster Drydown.

the toughest, heaviest crop quickly and
cleanly. The modular cutterbar features
individual disc modules with sealed gear
cases and independent alloy drive shafts
- it’s the secret to fast, easy and inex-
pensive cutterbar servicing.

Now, get New Holland’s popular
Discbine* disc-cutting technology teamed
with fast-drying flail conditioning. It’s all
built into the new Model 1412.Strength and durability are built into every New

Holland Roll-Belt™ round baler. Larger chain idler
springs to maintain proper tension, beefier bearings
for follower rolls and drive rolls, heavy-duty cam-fol-
lower bearings in wide pickups, stronger pickup lift
cranks, heavy-duty wheel hubs, and long-lasting
curved pickup tines - they’re just some of the features
we’ve included to make Roll-Belt balers stand the test
of time.

The “1412” has an eight-disc modular
Discbine cutterbar for cutting through

Flail conditioning system promotes
faster drydown so you’re able to save
valuable time and bale much sooner.
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Expand your forage production
system with a New Holland round
bale wrapper. By adding a round
bale wrapper to your current hay-
ing system, you can put up high-
quality forage at a fraction of the
cost of traditional silage systems.
Wrapping adapts well to any hay-
ing system. Both twine-tied and
net-wrapped bales can be
wrapped for silage. Along with
being a low-cost silage investment,
wrapping eliminates a need for
shed storage space for your hay.

The Most Reliable, Most Durable SpreaderYou Can Buy
New Holland box spreaders are the best-selling spreaders in the industry -

and for good reason. Known as “Strong boxes,” New Holland box spreaders
are engineered to perform and built to last. They have the toughest floors and
sides of any spreader available.And they’re made of special steels that are
more corrosion-resistant and stronger than ordinary steels.
Every new Holland ‘strong box’ comes with Bonded Protection
Here’s something you won’t find with competitive models - a no-nonsense,
no-hassle guarantee on the sides and floors. It’s standard on every New
Holland box spreader.

Model 570 14x18 Baler
The Model 570 handles high-capacity crops with a 65-inch wide
Super-Sweep pickup. Knotters or twisters are gear driven for
consistent trouble-free tying.
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